
NORWICH AND NORFOLK TRANSPORT ACTION GROUP MEETING

Wednesday 13th May 2015,10-12 at Chapelfield Methodist Church.

MINUTES

1. PRESENT: Christopher Webb(CW), chair; Hazel Davidson(HD); Phyl Hardie(PH); Denise 
Carlo(DC); Jill Wheatley(JWh),minutes.

2.APOLOGIES: Richard Bearman(RB); Dan Harris(DH).

3.MINUTES OF LAST MEETING & MATTERS ARISING: CW suggested discussing matters 
arising from last minutes as we dealt with agenda items in order. 

4.LOCAL CONSULTATIONS: Discussion over current situation about proposed Deal Ground 
developments,i.e.”Generation Park”. JWh will circulate any information found on website-
www.generationparknorwich.com     Plans are up for second consultation now,as advised to 
members.

5.TREASURER/MEMBERSHIP: RB advised us of no change from last month. JWh  said several 
membership renewals are now due which will result in revised figures for next month's meeting.

6.RAIL/LIGHT RAIL: Given the success of the Bittern Line Community Rail partnership,it was 
suggested that the Wherry Line could so with some extra promotion. Chris Wood(Transplan) has 
been associated with both these Community Rail Norfolk partnerships and will be asked for his 
views on the idea of DC to encourage the formation of a Great Yarmouth rail users group. We 
discussed some history of the various lines which used to serve Yarmouth.DC commented that the 
new government are keen for “Norwich in 90” to go ahead. It was recognised that the alternative 
route to London via Cambridge was dependent on electrification of the line. HD was keen to see the
Cambridge to Oxford link realised but this depends on further release of land along the line in 
various places. There was some discussion over various tram/light rail systems in Europe.

7.NDR: Secretary of State's decision to be made soon. PH commented on the low profile given to 
climate change during the inquiry.

8. The talk by Dan Harris (Living Streets),will be scheduled for a later meeting,(10th June). PH 
mentioned the lack of safe crossings on Dereham Road before the outer ring road. DC assured us 
that these concerns will be addressed during the next phase of the Bus Rapid Transit Scheme; 
consultations on these plans are due this year. Concern was also expressed over the brief amount of 
time allowed to cross the road;this is a current issue of national Living Streets. The changes to 
Cleveland Road (now 2-way traffic from Bethel Street), have resulted in difficulties in crossing the 
road there with no dedicated crossing point for pedestrians. Traffic from there and Grapes Hill is 
being held up by the anti-social behaviour of drivers queuing to access the Chapelfield Centre car 
park in spite of the warning notices.

9.BUSWATCH: HD reported on the possibility of bus services being resumed along The Avenues as
a result of  community pressure in which she has been involved. Some media coverage is being 
planned.  There is also concern over the bunching of the 27 and 26 services in that area with a 
worry that the future of the 27 service could be in doubt as it is not running as per timetable. 



Welcome for new bus services from Norwich further into Suffolk. 

10.CYCLING: PH reported worries over plans for the area outside the Maids Head Hotel in 
Tombland (part of the pink pedalways plans). A tree has been removed from the mini roundabout 
there prior to its removal. PH questions whether this will be of benefit to cyclists.DC is to 
investigate what is happening.

AOB: 

NEXT MEETINGS:-

Wednesday 10  th   June,10-12. AGM with talk by Dan Harris.

Wednesday 22nd July,10-12.


